[Formation of oligomeric form of transketolase and the factors influencing this process].
The immobilized transketolase (dimer) is a mixture of two enzyme forms, i. e. a completely active and completely inactive ones. The decomposition of the active enzyme form into subunits to form immobilized monomers occurs at a higher rate than that of the inactive form. The reassociation of the monomers with a formation of dimers strongly depends on pH, the pH optimum of reassociation being equal to 7,9--9,2. Thiamine pyrophosphate and Ca2+ as well as Ca2+ alone but taken at sufficiently high concentrations favours the association of the monomers into a dimer. The reassociated dimers exhibit a complete catalytic activity only when the reassociation occurs in the presence of Ca2+. The activity of reassociated dimers obtained in the absence of Ca2+ was decreased by 50%. The reassociation capacity of the immobilized subunits obtained in the absence of beta-mercaptoethanol was considerably decreased. The immobilized subunits obtained in the presence of beta-mercaptoethanol and then treated by N-ethylmaleimide were not capable of reassociation.